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INTRODUCTION

The alchemist Ibn Arfa  Ra s
Within Arabic alchemical literature, Ibn Arfa  Ra s is famous for being the 
author of Shudh r al-dhahab (“The Splinters of Gold”), a collection of 43 
alphabetically ordered poems on the art of alchemy, comprising around 
1400 verses.1

Until recently, Ibn Arfa  Ra s was believed to be identical with Ibn al-
Naqir t2, a religious scholar and kha b at the Qarawiy n-Mosque in Fez 
who is said to have died in c. 593/1197. From the manuscript evidence, 
however, it appears that the biographies of Ibn Arfa  Ra s and Ibn al-Naqir t 
have probably been confused and fused in the bio-bibliographical literature 
since the 13th century.3 This might be due to the fact that they both share 
the kunya of Ab  l- asan, the ism of Al , the nasab of Ibn M s  and 
the nisbas of al-An r  and al-Andalus . Yet, the alchemical manuscripts 
provide the nasab Ibn M s  b. Ab  l-Q sim b. Al  for the author of Shudh r
al-dhahab, while Ibn al-Naqir t is referred to as Ibn M s  b. Al  b. M s  
b. Mu ammad b. Khalaf in the biographical literature.4 Moreover, most 
alchemical manuscripts give the laqab of Burh n al-D n for Ibn Arfa  
Ra s, which is never mentioned in connection with Ibn al-Naqir t. With 
regard to the nisbas, the alchemist Ibn Arfa  Ra s is also called al-Maghrib  
(“the Moroccan”), al-Mughayrib  (“the little Moroccan”), al-Majr  (“the 
Madrilenian”) and al-Gharn  (“the Granadian”), while Ibn al-Naqir t is 

11 Cf. Ullmann 1972: 231f.; Schippers 2009: 92f.; Forster 2016: 20. Shudh r al-dhahab has 
been edited by Lahouari Ghazzali (2018) based on 6 MSS and by Svetlana Dolgusheva 
(forthcoming) based on 95 MSS, along with a German translation.

12 Or: Ibn al-Naqar t, Ibn al-Niqar t, Ibn al-Niqir t, etc. The vocalization of this name is 
not clear.

13 Forster/Müller 2020: 393–394.
14 In some cases, the nasab chain pertaining to Ibn Arfa  Ra s is additionally given as an 

alternative chain for Ibn al-Naqir t.
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usually named al-Jayy n  and al-S lim , referring to the Andalusi cities of 
Jayy n (Jaén) and Mad nat S lim (Medinaceli).5 

Like Ibn al-Naqir t, Ibn Arfa  Ra s probably lived during the 12th century. 
He certainly lived prior to 658/1260, the year of the death of Ibn al-Abb r 
who is the earliest historian to mention Shudh r al-dhahab.6 Several years 
earlier, the d w n was already known in Baghdad, where Rukn al-D n A mad 
b. Qara y  al-Irbil  (d. 655/1257) composed a commentary on Shudh r al-
dhahab between 635/1238 and 655/1257.7 It can be presumed that Ibn Arfa  
Ra s lived after the alchemist al- ughr  (d. 515/1121) because al- ughr , 
who composed alchemical poetry as well, never mentions Shudh r al-
dhahab, and because the alchemist Magh sh al-Maghrib  (16th century) 
places Ibn Arfa  Ra s after al- ughr  within a chronological isn d for the 
transmission of alchemy.8

In addition to his nisbas referring to al-Andalus and the Maghreb, the 
Western origin of Ibn Arfa  Ra s is also conveyed in his works. For example, 
he uses the dialectal expression awma to designate the quarter of a city, and 
he refers to the Andalusi narrative of the women of Segovia and to alchemical 
experiments carried out at the court of the “sultan” of Córdoba.9 At the end 
of his commentary on Shudh r al-dhahab, he states that he has travelled 
East and West,10 and manuscript evidence shows that he spent some time 
in the Egyptian city of Alexandria.11 He might even have emigrated from 
the Maghreb without returning there, like many other scholars in Almohad 
times.12 This would explain why Shudh r al-dhahab was mainly – if not 
exclusively – commented upon by Eastern alchemists and why most early 
manuscripts of his works are written in naskh  and not in maghrib  script, 
which indicates that they were copied in the Islamic East.

The poems of Shudh r al-dhahab were considered dif cult to 
understand, since they engendered a rich commentary tradition over the 

15 For a detailed discussion of the names see Forster/Müller 2020: 381–394.
16 Ibn al-Abb r 1889, II: 674; cf. Forster/Müller 2020: 389.
17 Cf. MS Tehran, Majlis, 1559 Sin , fol. 1v (dated 1018/1609-10); Ibn al-Sha r 

1426/2005, I: 268–269; al- afad  1981, VII: 296; see also Forster/Müller 2020: 395.
18 Magh sh al-Maghrib , Ris la f  l- an a al-il hiyya, MS St. Petersburg, Institute of 

Oriental Manuscripts, B 1066, fol. 104r. Cf. Holmyard 1926: 407; Ullmann 1972: 246; 
Forster/Müller 2020: 396.

19 See pp. ,  and ; cf. Forster/Müller 2020: 398.
10 See p. .
11 Cf. pp. 13–14.
12 Cf. Forster/Müller 2020: 400.
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following centuries with various later alchemists explaining the d w n or 
parts of it.13 But there are also explanations on the meaning of his verses 
given by Ibn Arfa  Ra s himself. They are to be found in a prose commentary 
that is the subject of the present text edition.

In addition to Shudh r al-dhahab and his commentary, Ibn Arfa  Ra s 
wrote several shorter works on alchemy, including muwashsha  poems, from 
which he also cites in his commentary on Shudh r al-dhahab.14 There are 
also two treatises on magic that are probably erroneously ascribed to him.15

Ibn Arfa  Ra s’s commentary on Shudh r al-dhahab
This commentary on Shudh r al-dhahab is presented in the form of a 
dialogue between Ibn Arfa  Ra s and his disciple Ab  l-Q sim Mu ammad 
b. Abd All h al-An r .16 In some manuscripts, Ab  l-Q sim is said to be not 
only the disciple (tilm dh), but also the friend ( ib), heir (w rith) and son-
in-law ( ihr) of Ibn Arfa  Ra s.17 Their close relationship is also expressed 
by the way Ibn Arfa  Ra s addresses Ab  l-Q sim as “my brother” (akh ) or 
“my dear one” ( ab b ).18 Although Ab  l-Q sim generally sets the questions 
of the dialogue19 and initiates the commentary with his statement “I asked 
my master [...] Ab  l- asan Al  b. M s  al-Andalus  [...]”, manuscript 
evidence shows that throughout its reception history, it was mostly Ibn Arfa  
Ra s himself who was perceived as the author of the text, rather than his 
disciple.20 One of the manuscripts mentions that Ibn Arfa  Ra s has dictated 

13 Cf. Forster/Müller 2020: 375, note 5.
14 See pp.  and ; cf. Forster 2021: 642–656.
15 Braun/Forster 2020: 27–33. For further details on the works by Ibn Arfa  Ra s see 

Forster/Müller 2020: 375–381 and Braun/Forster 2020: 25–27.
16 Ullmann (1972: 232) believed this commentary to be transmitted in two divergent 

recensions. After the analysis of all available MSS, this hypothesis could not be 
maintained (see pp. 21–22).

17 See for example the oldest dated MS of the commentary, JE, on fol. 64r; cf. Forster/
Müller 2020: 402. For explanation of the sigla, see pp. 18–21.

18 See pp. , , ,  and .
19 In some cases, it is also Ibn Arfa  Ra s who anticipates questions and answers them 

without intervention of Ab  l-Q sim (see pp. -  and ).
20 Out of 18 preserved MSS that provide explicit information about the authorship of the 

commentary, 15 indicate Ibn Arfa  Ra s as the author (mu allif or mu annif): B1, B2, 
BE, C1, C2, IL, IS, JE, LE, LO, PR, R1, RS, SP, T1. Of these, some do also mention 
Ab  l-Q sim as his dialogue partner or as the one who wrote down Ibn Arfa  Ra s’s 
commentary. A note in a Tehran MS illustrates the problem of the attribution, stating 
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this commentary upon the request of his disciple Ab  l-Q sim in the port 
city of Alexandria.21 If this is correct, Ibn Arfa  Ra s would have composed 
this text while residing in Egypt. Interestingly, Ibn Arfa  Ra s also addresses 
Ab  l-Q sim in his short treatise F  Tark b al-iks r al- ayaw n  al-ins n  – 
“On the Composition of the Animal-Human Elixir”, where he writes about 
experiments that he has conducted in Alexandria.22 Moreover, Ibn Arfa  
Ra s had another disciple called Ab  Ja far whom he addresses in Shudh r 
al-dhahab and who – according to an early anonymous commentator on 
Shudh r al-dhahab and to the alchemist al-Jildak  – lived in Alexandria.23 
Therefore, it seems quite probable that Ibn Arfa  Ra s taught alchemy in this 
city and composed at least some of his works there.

In his commentary, Ibn Arfa  Ra s does not comment upon all the verses 
of Shudh r al-dhahab, but only upon a selection of verses of each poem. 
The poems mostly follow the alphabetical order of their rhyming letters, 
with the exception of the poem on th  being commented upon between the 
two poems on t  and poem on ayn before the poem on . As in Shudh r 
al-dhahab, the poem on l m-alif is inserted between the poems on w w 
and on y . In the order of the two poems on b  and on n n, respectively, 
the commentary diverges from the order of Shudh r al-dhahab. These 
divergences are to be found in all consulted manuscripts of the commentary. 
There are six poems of which Ibn Arfa  Ra s does not explain a single verse.24 
He considered this text a short commentary (mukhta ar) and stated that he 
intended to write an extensive version dealing with the complete d w n 
afterwards.25 So far, however, there are no known manuscripts of such a 
commentary. This long commentary has thus either been lost or it was never 
written, perhaps because Ibn Arfa  Ra s died before he could complete it or 
because he changed his mind.

rst that it is a commentary by Ab  l-Q sim, but adding subsequently that “in reality” 
(f  l- aq qa), it is a commentary by Ibn Arfa  Ra s which was only written down by his 
disciple (T1, title page). Only two MSS state that Ab  l-Q sim al-An r  is the author 
of the commentary, of which one admits that he received it from Ibn Arfa  Ra s (R3, 
DU). One MS from Muscat obviously confused al-An r ’s name with the one of Ab  
l-Q sim al-Majr  (MQ).

21 BE, fol. 7v., cf. Forster/Müller 2020: 399.
22 MS Tehran, Malik Library, 3119, fols. 91–94; cf. Forster/Müller 2020: 399.
23 Anonymous, Shar  Aby t al-ma n  li-d w n Shudh r al-dhahab, MS London, British 

Library, Add 22756, fol. 45r (dated 706 H.); al-Jildak , Nat ij al- kar, MS Istanbul, 
Topkap , A 2111, fol. 34r; cf. Forster/Müller 2020: 402.

24 Poems no. 10, 14, 20, 21, 37 and 40 in Dolgusheva’s edition.
25 See pp. -  and ; cf. Forster/Müller 2020: 376.
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There are some verses of Shudh r al-dhahab in the manuscripts of 
the commentary whose wording diverges slightly from the verses given 
in Dolgusheva’s edition26. In many cases, the variants of the commentary 
are also to be found in manuscripts of Shudh r al-dhahab, as listed in the 
apparatus criticus of Dolgusheva’s edition. The occasional incoherences 
between the two texts could indicate that Ibn Arfa  Ra s might have revised 
Shudh r al-dhahab and changed some words at the time of the redaction 
of the commentary or earlier. They could also be an indication for the 
hypothesis proposed by Richard Todd that this commentary on Shudh r 
al-dhahab, which is usually ascribed to Ibn Arfa  Ra s in the manuscripts, 
might have actually been written by someone else.27 

There are some more hints that raise doubts about Ibn Arfa  Ra s’s 
authorship of the commentary. In all manuscripts, the author refers to the 
13th verse of the poem rhyming with dh l as being “at the end of the poem” 
(qultu khira l-qa da).28 However, the poem on dh l has got 31 verses. 
This may just be a misleading expression because the 13th verse is the last 
one of this poem that is explained in the commentary. If not, this would be 
a strange mistake indeed because we would suppose that Ibn Arfa  Ra s was 
well aware of the 31 verses in his poem on dh l. 

Some passages of the commentary contain terminology that refers to 
Su  concepts, for example when theology is described as the “science of 
obliteration in the Essence” ( ilm al-fan  f  l-dh t)29, or when the author 
distinguishes between the “luminous” (n r n ) and the “compact” (kath f) – 
a distinction that Todd considers to be an in uence of the Su  philosopher 
Ibn Arab  (d. 638/1240), since it can be frequently encountered in his works.30 

Certain manuscripts of the commentary contain later interpolations. 
These include an isn d on the transmission of alchemy, where al-Jildak  ( . 
mid-14th century) is mentioned.31 This passage, extant in the manuscripts LE, 
R1, R2 and R3, must have been added in the 14th century or later.32 Another 

26 See pp. 25–27.
27 Cf. Todd 2016: 123.
28 See p. .
29 See p. .
30 See p. . I wish to thank Richard Todd for these thoughts that he shared with me.
31 See p. ; cf. Forster/Müller 2020: 396.
32 It might be extant as well in DU, R4 and RS, the respective parts of these MSS. have not 

been available for this edition. There are also references to the alchemist al- ughr  that 
are part of these later interpolations and can only be found in a few MSS; see pp. -  
and ; cf. Forster/Müller 2020: 395–396.
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interpolation is a passage from al-S m w ’s ( . mid-13th century) Shar  
Shudh r al-dhahab which is only contained in some of the manuscripts of 
our commentary.33 This passage cannot have been part of the original text 
because another passage in al-S m w ’s Shar  Shudh r al-dhahab indicates 
that al-S m w ’s Shar  was written after the here edited commentary and 
that al-S m w  considered Ibn Arfa  Ra s its author. When commenting 
upon the expression “a grove of neither-nor” (min l  wa-l  aykan) in the 
poem on , al-S m w  explains that it was borrowed from the Qur’anic 
“olive tree, neither of the east nor of the west” (zayt natin l  sharqiyyatin 
wa-l -gharbiyyatin, Q 24:35) and that the author of Shudh r had mentioned 
it in “the commentary” in connection with a verse of the poem on  as 
being the olive tree: Wa-qad dhakara f  l-shar  annah  shajarat al-zayt n 
[...] li-anna thamarah  idh  u ira tamayyaza minhu duhn – “He has 
mentioned in the commentary that it is the olive tree [...], because its fruit, 
when pressed, secretes an oil.”34 Indeed, the same Qur’anic verse is cited in 
the explanation of this verse on  in the here edited commentary, where 
the author states: A n  bi-h dhih  l-shajara al-zayt na li-anna li-h dhih  
l-shajara thamar wa-li-thamarih  zayt – “By this tree, I mean the olive tree, 
because this tree has got fruit and its fruit has got olive oil”.35 The textual 
similarity of the two passages makes it very likely that the commentary cited 
by al-S m w  is the commentary edited here and provides a strong argument 
in favor of the authenticity of the text and the actual authorship of Ibn Arfa  
Ra s.36 

Further indications of Ibn Arfa  Ra s’s authorship are the citations of 
his lesser known muwashsha  verses within the commentary, as well as the 
characterization of J bir b. ayy n’s alchemical methodology as deceptive 
( uruq J bir b. ayy n kulluh  mu illa)37. Ibn Arfa  Ra s seems to have 
been an opponent of J bir’s methods, as he writes in a verse of the rst poem 
on q f in Shudh r al-dhahab (30:46): 

33 See p. 508; cf. Forster/Müller 2020: 396.This passage is part of the chapter on the second 
poem on hamza in al-S m w ’s commentary (cf. MS Islamabad, al-J mi a al-isl miyya 
Maktabat am dull h, 3808, not foliated – image no. 23 of the digital copy provided by 
Juma al-Majid Center, Dubai, no. 664722).

34 Al-S m w , Shar  al-Shudh r, MS Mashhad, st n-i quds-i Ra aw , 5767, fol. 168r.
35 See p. 165.
36 See Forster/Müller 2020: 377–379, also with regard to the authenticity of the commentary 

by al-S m w .
37 See p. 284; cf. Forster/Müller 2020: 401.
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Don’t listen to J bir’s words on it,
For his methods destroy what you hold in your hands!

The later interpolations show that parts of the commentary must have 
gone through stages of revision and editing by unknown authors after the 
death of Ibn Arfa  Ra s. Since the Bethesda manuscript (BE) indicates that 
Ibn Arfa  Ra s has dictated the commentary to his disciple, it is quite possible 
that its original redaction was made by Ab  l-Q sim who probably tried to 
faithfully reproduce the explanations of his teacher. In terms of reception 
history, it is noteworthy that al-Jildak , who composed four different 
commentaries on Shudh r al-dhahab and had an extensive knowledge of 
alchemical literature, obviously did not know that Ibn Arfa  Ra s himself 
had written a commentary upon his d w n, because he does not mention or 
cite this commentary in his texts. However, he knew and frequently cites al-
S m w ’s Shar  Shudh r al-dhahab.38 

There exist at least three abbreviated versions of Ibn Arfa  Ra s’s 
commentary compiled by other authors, one of them being Kit b all al-
mushkil t f  shar  ba  al-aby t (“The Unraveling of the Dif culties in 
Explaining some of the Verses”) by Al  b. Mas d al- ir  al-Rusht q  
(probably 19th century). This short version was circulating in India, having 
been printed as a lithograph in Mumbai in 1298/1881. The editor M rz  
Mu ammad al-Sh r z  had an erroneous conception of the identity of the 
text, which he calls Shudh r al-dhahab li-Kh lid wa-shar uh  li-Jildak  
– “The ‘Splinters of Gold’ by Kh lid [b. Yaz d] and their Commentary 
by [al-]Jildak ” on the title page of his lithograph. Libraries have later 
mistakenly catalogued it as a lithograph of Shudh r al-dhahab.39 Another 
short version of Ibn Arfa  Ra s’s commentary has been produced by an 
anonymous author who called his text al-Wasm al-was m f  l- ajar al-
kar m – “The Graceful Characteristic on the Noble Stone”. It is only extant 
as a one-page fragment in a manuscript of this commentary on Shudh r 

38 See for example his Shar  Ris lat Biy n al-Barham  (MS London, British Library, Or 
11608, fol. 25r).

39 A copy of the lithograph is kept at the British Library in London with the following 
information given on the book’s spine: “ Al  Ibn Arfa  Ra s: Shu r al- ahab. Bombay 
1881”. Another copy was held by the New York Public Library in the early 20th century 
(Pratt 1908: 17). The text is also extant in MSS Rabat, al-Khiz na al- asaniyya, 189 and 
Tehran, Markaz-i D irat ul-ma rif-i buzurg-i isl m , 17/5; cf. Forster/Müller 2020: 377.
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al-dhahab.40 Furthermore, an untitled short version from the 17th century 
has been transmitted in an alchemical multiple-text manuscript copied and 
organized by asan Agh  Sard r.41

List of manuscripts
At least 31 manuscripts of Ibn Arfa  Ra s’s commentary on Shudh r al-dhahab 
are preserved in different Oriental and Western libraries. Of these, only four 
were not available for this edition. About one third of the manuscripts do not 
contain the complete text of the commentary. Some are lacking the end and/or 
the beginning of the text, others constitute shorter fragments. 

Manuscript Date Siglum

1 Alexandria, J mi at al-Iskandariyya, Max Meyerhof 
137 42

1133/1720-1

2 Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Preußischer Kulturbesitz, 
Orientabt., We. 88
Fragment: Beginning and end are missing.

c. 1000/1591 ? B1

3 Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Preußischer Kulturbesitz, 
Orientabt., Lbg. 96; fols. 1r–99v

c. 1050/1640 ? B2

4 Bethesda, National Library of Medicine, A 65 43 1123/1711-2 BE

5 Cairo, D r al-Kutub al-Mi riyya, 73 
Fragment: End is missing.
Digital copy: Dubai, Juma al-Majid Center, 303881

before 
1180/1766-7

C1

40 MS Berlin, Staatsbibliothek Preußischer Kulturbesitz, Orientabt., Lbg. 96 (B2), fol. 
106v. The bibliographer al-Baghd d  (1945, II: 705) has attributed this title to a work by 
Ibn Arfa  Ra s himself (cf. Forster/Müller 2020: 377). 

41 MS Dublin, Chester Beatty Library, Ar. 4052, fols. 22r–27v. In this MS from 1095/1648, 
the text ends in the midst of the chapter on the poem in s n. In the margins, Sard r has 
added a gloss commentary on this short version (cf. Ullmann 1974, I: 43f.).

42 This MS was not available for this edition.
43 This MS contains drawings of different alchemical apparatuses. It was copied by 

Mu ammad diq b. Mu af  al-An k , a Hana te from Antioch who lived in Istanbul 
and was an adherent of the Naqshbandiyya (see fol. 148r). In 1941, the Army Medical 
Library purchased the MS, probably from A. S. Yahuda (Savage-Smith 2004).
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6 Cairo, D r al-kutub al-mi riyya, 182
Digital copy: Dubai, Juma al-Majid Center, 304023

? C2

7 Cairo, al-Maktaba al-Azhariyya, 92483 44

Fragment: Beginning and end are missing.
1176/1762-3

8 Damascus, Maktabat al-Asad, 4726
(formerly hiriyya, 4726)45 
Digital copy: Dubai, Juma al-Majid Center, 237726

1119/1707-8 DM

9 Gotha, Forschungsbibliothek, Ms. orient. A. 85, fols. 
82v–91v
Short fragment with text from chapters 24–26

? GO

10 Hyderabad, Osmania University Library, 39046 ?

11 Istanbul, Millet Kütüphanesi, Ali Emiri Arabi, 3206 ? IM

12 Istanbul, Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi, Laleli, 2772, fols. 
50v–61v
Fragment: Approx. rst third of the text

? IL

13 Istanbul, Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi, ehit Ali Pa a, 
1811

? IS

14 Jerusalem, National Library, Yahuda, Ar. 250, fols. 
64–156
Fragment: End is missing.

925/1519 in 
Damascus

JE

15 Leiden, Universiteitsbibliotheek, Or. 11519, fols. 
1v–99v
Fragment: End is missing.

16th–17th cent. LE

16 London, British Library, Or 1159247 ? LO

44 This MS was not available for this edition.
45 This MS was copied by the Aleppan Christian Makard j b. Abd al-A ad al-Kas  al-

alab  (see title page).
46 Although this MS is listed in the inventory of Osmania University Library, it could not 

be found at my visit to the library in 2016. There is a micro lm copy kept at the library 
of Jamia Hamdard in Delhi (no. Hyd./87), which, however, could not be consulted due 
to technical issues of the micro lm readers.

47 This MS was purchased by the British Museum in 1936 from the collection of Oskar 
Rescher (see fol. 78v).
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17 Manisa, l Halk Kütüphanesi, 45 Hk 1471, fols. 
53v–128v

? MA

18 Muscat, Wiz rat al-Tur th, 1796, fols. 92v–176v ? MQ

19 Princeton, University Library, Garrett 932 (no. 242 B), 
fols. 1–170

17th cent. PR

20 Qom, Kit bkh na-yi Markaz-i Mu la t wa-Ta q q t-i 
Isl m , 911, fols. 1r–34r
Fragment: Approx. last third of the text.

1275/1858-9 QO

21 Rabat, al-Khiz na al- asaniyya, 17 late 19th cent. R1

22 Rabat, al-Khiz na al- asaniyya, 839
Fragment: Approx. rst third of the text.

? R2

23 Rabat, al-Khiz na al- asaniyya, 97848 1308/1890-1 R3

24 Rabat, al-Khiz na al- asaniyya, 2575 ? R4

25 Rabat, al-Khiz na al- asaniyya, 7471
Fragment: Begins in chapter 3, end is missing.

? R5

26 Rabat, Private collection ? RP

27 St Petersburg, Institute of Oriental Manuscripts, B 1047, 
fols. 1v–113v
Digital copy: Dubai, Juma al-Majid Center, 258942

19th cent. SP

28 Tehran, Kit bkh na-yi Majlis-i Sh r -yi Mill , 1534,
pp. 1–82
Fragment: End is missing.

17th cent. T1

29 Tehran, Kit bkh na-yi majlis-i sh r -yi mill , 17289,
pp. 1–224

1277/
1860-1

T2

30 Unknown location, Private collection 49 
Digital copy: Dubai, Juma al-Majid Center, 338063

1059/
1649-50

DU

48 This MS was copied for Sultan asan I. of Morocco who was known for his special 
interest in alchemy and occult sciences (cf. Braun/Forster 2021: 628–632). It is richly 
decorated with golden and colored inks (blue, red, green, turquoise) and contains a 
separate foreword by the scribe (fols. 1v–2v).

49 This MS was owned by the Azhar graduate dil Sh kir Kushk in 1984 (fol. 1r). It might 
still be kept in Egypt where he left it before he went to Tunisia (personal communication 
with dil Sh kir Kushk, April 2018).
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31 Unknown location, sold after 1945 from the private 
collection of A. G. Ellis, London, Cat. no. M33, fols. 
1–30 50

Fragment: End is missing. 

early 18th 
cent.

Stemma codicum
In order to identify the characteristics of the manuscripts and arrange them 
within a stemma codicum, certain parts of the commentary text have been 
collated in all available manuscripts. Some of the manuscripts could not 
be classi ed unequivocally, since they share attributes of different groups 
because of contamination during the transmission process (marked by 
dashed lines in the stemma).51

Editory choices
Manfred Ullmann has stated that Ibn Arfa  Ra s’s commentary on Shudh r 
al-dhahab existed in two divergent recensions that bore different titles. 
From the manuscripts he knew, he concluded that one recension was titled 
Shar  Shudh r al-dhahab (B1 and BE) and treated the verses of the d w n 
in a loose order, while a second recension, entitled Shar  or all mushkil t 
Shudh r al-dhahab (B2 and SP), followed the order of verses given in the 

50 Arberry 1945: 6; Holmyard 1926: 406. This MS was not available for this edition.
51 It should be clear that, not least due to these phenomena of contamination and horizontal 

transmission, there are certain boundaries to the stemmatic method (cf. Maas 1960: 30 
and Witkam 1988: 98).
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d w n.52 The comparison of 27 manuscripts of the commentary has shown 
that they all follow the same order of verses, hence Ullmann’s hypothesis 
could not be con rmed. He was probably mislead by the fact of B1 
representing only a fragment of the text whose beginning and end as well 
as larger passages of the middle part are missing. BE, in contrast, contains 
large passages of additional text that are unique to this manuscript. 

The title of the commentary varies throughout the manuscripts. While 
some give only the general denomination of Shar  (d w n) al-Shudh r 
– “Commentary on (the d w n of) ‘The Splinters’ ” – or Shar  Shudh r 
al-dhahab – “Commentary on ‘The Splinters of Gold’ ” –,53 others provide 
variations of the title Kit b all (or: Shar ) mushkil t al-Shudh r – “The 
Unraveling of (or: Commentary on) the Dif culties of ‘The Splinters’ ”.54 
In some manuscripts, both title variants that inspired Ullmann’s idea of two 
different recensions are linked, with the explanation that this commentary 
on Shudh r is known as all al-mushkil t.55 In LE, the commentary 
is entitled Kit b La f f  all rum z al-tathl th – “Fine Book on the 
Unraveling of the Symbols of the Trine”. Based on the oldest known dated 
manuscript, JE, I have chosen the title Kit b all mushkil t al-Shudh r – 
“The Unraveling of the Dif culties of ‘The Splinters’ ” for this edition. In 
order to recognize Ab  l-Q sim’s role in organizing the text, this edition 
follows the example of IS, where he is mentioned as the transmissor of 
Ibn Arfa  Ra s’s commentary in a copyist’s gloss: Kit b all mushkil t al-
Shudh r [...], riw yat Ab[ ] l-Q sim Mu ammad b. Abd All h al-An r .56 

The tradition of the text is not homogeneous, as some of the manuscripts 
include later interpolations. All preserved manuscripts of the commentary 
are relatively late (16th–19th centuries) and often contain a considerable 

52 Ullmann 1972: 232.
53 BE, fol. 1v; LO, title page; MA, title page; MQ, fol. 1v; PR, title page; RP, title page; 

T1, title page.
54 Kit b all al-mushkil t (DM, fol. 1v); Kit b all al-mushkil t al-Shudh riyya (SP, title 

page); Kit b all mushkil t al-Shudh r (IS, gloss on fol. 1v; JE, fol. 64r; R1, p. 254); 
Kit b Mushkil t shar  al-Shudh r al-dhahabiyya (C1, title page); Shar  al-mushkil t 
min diw n al-Shudh r (IM, title page); Shar  mushkil t Shudh r al-dhahab (B2, title 
page).

55 Kit b Shar  al-Shudh r al-ma r f bi- all al-mushkil t (C2, fol. 102r); Kit b. Shar  
Shudh r al-dhahab al-ma r f bi- all al-mushkil t al-Shudh riyya (R1, fol. 1v). B1 has 
Shar  Shudh r al-dhahab on the title page and all mushkil t rum z [al-Shudh r] on 
fol. 1v.

56 IS, fol. 1v.
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number of mistakes. In choosing a reference manuscript for this critical 
edition, I have applied the following criteria: the manuscript should a) 
provide the complete text, b) have a low occurrence of mistakes, and c) 
not contain later interpolations. Given these criteria, LO was most suitable 
as the reference manuscript, and has therefore been chosen as the textual 
basis for this edition.57 In addition, the four manuscripts BE, DU, R3 and 
SP have been selected as representatives of different transmission branches 
as shown in the stemma. Their variants are given in the critical apparatus.58 
Where there are obvious mistakes in the reference manuscript, or where 
the other manuscripts give concordant variants that diverge from LO, the 
main text has been emended with variants of the other four manuscripts. In 
verses of Shudh r al-dhahab where LO differs from Dolgusheva’s edition, 
the variant of the edition of the d w n has been set in the text if it was 
provided by one of the other four manuscripts of the commentary.

I have structured the text with the help of punctuation marks and 
paragraphs and adapted it to modern Arabic orthography, particularly with 
regard to the standardised writing of hamza. The division of chapters has 
been adopted from R3, which is the only manuscript to contain chapter 
headings. Text pertaining to the framework of the dialogue (q la etc.) 
appears in underlined print. Citations of verses of Shudh r al-dhahab or 
parts thereof are marked in bold print and their poem and verse numbers in 
Dolgusheva’s edition are indicated within the text ( ). Likewise, references 
for Qur anic citations  have been added within the text. The folio numbers 
of the reference manuscript are given in the margin.

57 The MSS providing the complete text are B2, BE, C2, DM, IS, LO, MQ, PR, R1, R3, 
SP and T2. Low occurrence of mistakes is to be found in C1, DU, LO, PR, R1, R3 and 
SP. Clearly later insertions are contained in BE, LE, PR, R1, R2 and R3. It cannot be 
excluded that some of these interpolations were also contained in DU and JE, since 
the folia with the concerned part of the text are missing in these MSS. SP occasionally 
has short explanatory additions to the text, that are not datable, but unique to this MS. 

58 The oldest dated manuscript JE (925/1519) could not be included in the edition due to 
its poor preservation state that causes illegibility for large parts of the text.
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Symbols used in the edition

Reference manuscript

London, British Library, Or 11592 (LO)

Manuscripts of other transmission branches 

Bethesda, National Library of Medicine, A 65 (BE)

MS. of unknown location, microfilm Dubai, Juma al-Majid Center 
338063 (DU)

Rabat, al-Khiz na al- asaniyya, 978 (R3)

St. Petersburg, Institute of Oriental Manuscripts, B 1047 (SP)

Other symbols

Variant extant in all MSS used in the edition or in all MSS except for 
one 

Change of word order

+ Addition

- Omission

(  ) Lacuna

(...) Text illegible

(text) Text written over original, illegible text

• Separator of hemistiches

[ ] Addition by the editor
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 Differing variants in Shudh r al-dhahab and
all mushkil t al-Shudh r

Poem /Verse Shudh r al-dhahab,
ed. Dolgusheva all mushkil t al-Shudh r

3:4  
4:23

4:38

5:16

6:44

7:33

8:45

11:26

13:9

15:44   
16:8          
16:35

16:40

17:29

17:31

19:29

22:3     
25:9

25:11

25:12

25:18  
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26:33

26:43

26:47  
28:53

29:35

30:36

30:37

30:41

30:45

31:45   
31:57

32:3

32:13

32:16

33:25

33:26

34:38

35:7   
35:9    

36:13

36:14

36:22

36:41

36:43

38:14
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39:12     
40:39

40:41

41:27

41:44

41:48

43:4

43:25

43:41

43:42

43:47     
43:49
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MS Bethesda, National Library of Medicine, A 65, fol. 81r. 
Courtesy of the National Library of Medicine.
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MS Bethesda, National Library of Medicine, A 65, fol. 81v. 
Courtesy of the National Library of Medicine.



MS Rabat, al-Khiz na al- asaniyya, 978, fol. 3v.
Courtesy of al-Khiz na al- asaniyya (Bibliothèque Royale, Rabat).
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MS Rabat, al-Khiz na al- asaniyya, 978, fol. 118r. 
Courtesy of al-Khiz na al- asaniyya (Bibliothèque Royale, Rabat).
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GLOSSARY 

This glossary on the Kit b all mushkil t al-Shudh r contains numerous 
terms that are used as codenames in alchemical texts. Their symbolic 
meanings may vary in different contexts and with different alchemists. For 
some of them, Ibn Arfa  Ra s gives synonyms or explains the meanings he 
intended in Shudh r al-dhahab within his commentary. These meanings are 
indicated in italics beside the translation of the terms in the Arabic-English 
part of the glossary. Their Arabic equivalents can be found in the English-
Arabic part. Siggel1 has collected meanings of codenames from various 
Arabic alchemical texts, which might not necessarily coincide with the 
meanings conceived by Ibn Arfa  Ra s. They may in some cases, however, 
contribute to the elucidation of the text. Thus meanings given by Siggel that 
Ibn Arfa  Ra s does not mention are added in parentheses: [S: ...].

Arabic – English

1 Siggel 1950: 76–100 and 1951: 33–55.

 | father | re [S: gold] 
 | copper oxide | alchemists’ 

egg; alchemists’ newborn; 
philosophers’ stone   

 | sweet ag 
  

 | pure gold     
 | aludel (vessel for destillation and 
sublimation of dry substances)  

 
 | vapor of sublimated substances 

(?)       -
 

  

 | tamarisk -
 | antimon 

 
 | solidi cation     

  
 | burning    
  

 | revitalization -    

  
  
 | earth | (metal) body; female; 

mother; Saturn; sea [S: lead] -  
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 -  -      
 -   -    
   -  -  
-     -  
     -  
       
-   -    

-  -     
-       

       
    -   

   -  
   | white silvery 

earth | mercury   
   | philosophers’ earth 

  
   | holy earth | ash  

 
 
  
  

 | myrtle | green color in the rst 
composition, sign of the mixture of 
water and earth  

 | brocade 
 

 | lion; Leo | king; watery spirit 
[S: sal ammoniac; tin]    

-
 | litharge  
 
 | potash   
  

 | Etesian stone (?) | egg; 
elixir; moon; poison; silver; 
triplicated water   

  
 | viper  -   

 
 | conjunction     
 
 | chamomile     
 | Cronus; Saturn | [S: lead; 

iron; gold] 
 
 
 | elixir | egg; Etesian stone; 

hidden gold; jewel; moon; 
philosophers’ gold; inner dye; 
poison; secret; silver; triplicated 
water        

       
    -   
       
    -   

 
  | smallest elixir  
  
  | elixir of whiteness 
 
  | ferment elixir 
  | silver elixir | eternal 

water; moon; poison; triplicated 
water  
  | moon elixir | divine 

water; pure sulphur water; 
second whiteness; silver; silvery 
water; virgin’s milk 
  | alchemists’ elixir 370

 | apparatus  -    

  
 | diamond  

  
 | mother | air; earth [S: silver]  
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 | vessel   -   
  | hidden vessel  

 | alembic (destillation helmet, 
installed on top of the  )  

   
 | female | earth; earthen substance; 
moon; spirit; western mercury; 
rock; water; young western woman 
[S: copper; mercury]  -   

       
-   -  -  

 | human being | alchemists’ 
copper; alchemists’ stone; egg; 
key; lead; magnesia; noble stone; 
Saturn; world      

-    -    
     -  
     -  
  -  -   
-  -     
     -  
 -  -  -  

-  -  -    
-    

  | human of the 
philosophers | child; newborn  

 
  
  
  

  
  

 | sea | black magnesia; earth 
[S: elixir; mercury; silver] -  
-  -    -  

-    
 | two seas | soul and spirit 
 

 | vapor | mercury; tree   
-    

 | full moon | spirit -   
      

 
 | Egyptian temple 
 | sign of the zodiac  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 | earthenware pot 
 | proof -    -  

      
 -

 | resurrection  
  | black cow 

 | sappan wood 
 | balas ruby 

 | crystal   
 | violet   
 | saf ower | [S: sulphur] 
 
 | borax | [S: mercury] 
 | whiteness; egg white -   

    -    
  -     
   -    

   
  | second whiteness | 

divine water; moon elixir; silver; 
silvery water; sulphur water; 
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triplicated water; virgin’s milk 
 

  
 | egg | alchemists’ stone; copper; 

copper oxide; elixir; Etesian stone; 
human being; lead; magnesia; 
moon; noble stone; philosophers’ 
stone; poison; rock; Saturn; ship; 
silver; stone; triplicated water; 
world     -   

       
       

  | reddish egg | soul and 
spirit  
  | bird’s egg  -  

-
  | virgins’ eggs | spirit 
 

 
 
 

 | whitening   -   

 | triplication   -  -
 | reddening     

 | clearing; re ning   
  

 | mixing 
 | preparation  -     

 -     -   
-   -   -  

    -   
-       

 -  -    
 -  -    
       

     -  
    -   

-  -   -
   | rst preparation  

 
   | second preparation  

-  -      
 

 | earth; dust; soil | ash; coal; iron; 
lead; magnesia; stone    

    
 
 | composition     

-       
-     -  
     -  
     -  
      

  -
  | rst composition  

  
  | second composition 

   -  -
 | antidote | [S: elixir; mercury; sal 

ammoniac; sulphur] 
 | marriage      

      
 
 | watering    -  

  -   
  | the nine waterings 

 
 | blackening   -  

 
 | waxing -    

    
 
 | roasting  
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 | sublimation  
 | puri cation     

  -    
  
 | putrefaction -    

 | division -      
-        
   -   
 -    -  
   -  -  
 -    -  
   -  -  
      
-  -     

-     
 | destillation     

-      
 | calcination | death; 

destruction; solution    
 -   
 | softening     

   
 | scale 

 | zinc   
 

 | procreation; delivery   
     -

 | moist earth   
 | residue | ash; earth; lead   

  -  -
 | ice; snow | [S: mercury] 

 | fruit | earth      
   

 | garment | pure silver  -  
     

 | Taurus | [S: emerald]  

 | maid | mercury; Mercury; moon; 
virgin’s milk; water [S: iron]  

 
 | hemispherical bowl, mostly from 

glass 
 | jinn | [S: re]     

      
-  

 | mountain   -   
 -      

 
 | body; metal | earth; eggshell; 

gold; old man; sun; Saturn [S: lead] 
       -  
 -      
   -  -  

-      -
       

-      -
 -      

-
 | paradise garden     

 -      
 -  

 
 | pebble stone 
 
 | substance; jewel | elixir 

[S: sulphur]   -   
   -   -  
-     -  
      
 -    -  
      
-  -     
 -      

 -
 | cadaver 
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 | stone | ash; bird; coal; copper 
oxide; dust; emerald; re; glass; 
iron; lead; magnesia; Mars; 
microcosmos; Moses; silver; water 
-  -  -     

  -     
    -   

-    -  -
-  -     

-  -  -   
 -  -    
       

-  -  -  -
-    

  | gold stone 
  | devils’ stone 
  | philosophers stone 

| alchemists’ egg; alchemists’ 
stone; alchemists’ newborn; 
copper oxide -    

  | alchemists’ stone | 
alchemists’ copper; human being; 
philosophers’ stone   

  
  | noble stone | copper; 

egg; human being; lead; 
magnesia; Saturn; world  

    
  | hidden stone | Adam 

  | magnetic stone -

 
 | iron | ash; coal; re; lead; 

magnesia; Mars; (red) oil; stone  
       

 
 

 | silk   

  
 | wise man; alchemist -  -  

  -       
-    -    
-  -  -   
 -   -   
     -  
 -   -   
    -   
-  -  -   
     -  
     -  
  -    
 -    -  
 -    -  
-    -   
-   -    

 
 | solution | calcination; death; 
destruction      

   -    
  -     

-  
 | dream   -
 | bath; water bath   -  

 
 | redness       

    -   
      

 | Aries  
 | Pisces -  
 | virgin of paradise   

 
 | life   -  -  

  
 | snake   

 
 | animal -  -    

-  -   -   
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-    -   
-     -  

 -  -    
  -  -   
-   -    
      

-    

 | zinc 
 

 | mixture  -
 | creation      

      
      

 | iron stone 
 

 | ferment    
  

 | smoke | sulphur    
   

 | pearls 
 | dirt   

 
 | blood | destillated soul; male; oil; 

sulphur; sun      

 | tears     
 | oil | dye; mercury; soul; spirit 
-  -    -  

      
-    -   

-      -

  | red oil | re; iron; Mars; 
stone    

  | yellow oil | blood; male; 
sulphur; sun 

 | malachite   
 | drug    -

 

 | male | blood; eastern mercury; 
re; ivory case; soul; sulphur; sun; 

water; yellow oil; young eastern 
man [S: iron; tin] -    

  
 | gold | body; dye; re; spring; 

sulphur; sun -      
    -   

-     -  
 -  -    
 -      

  
  | philosophers’ gold | 

alchemists’ sun; dye; elixir; soul 
    

  
  
 | melting      

-   
 | wolf 

 | odor; scent     
-   -   
 | lead | ash; coal; copper; dust; 

earth; egg; human being; iron; 
magnesia; musk; residue; Saturn; 
stone; world      

 -      
       

 -  
 | suckling   -
 | nosebleed | destillated soul 

[S: copper] 
 | magic; incantation   
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 | basic element -    
  -    

 | ash | antimon; coal; dust; holy 
earth; iron; lead; magnesia; stone; 
tar       

       

 | pomegranate -    
  

 | symbol       
       
 -      
  -  -   
   -  -  
    -   

 | sand    
 | arsenic | [S: mercury] 
 | spirit | branch; deep sea; egg; 

elixir; eternal water; Etesian stone; 
female; full moon; hair; Hermes; 
king; mercury; Mercury; moon; 
oil; old woman; poison; silver; the 
fugitive; triplicated water; Venus; 
virgin; virgins’ eggs; water; wind; 
young western woman -  -  
-      -   

    -     
 -  -  -  
       
   -    

-  -    -
-  -     
  -  -   
       
 -  -    
   -  -  
-  -     
-       

-  

 | burned copper 
 
 | garden
 

 | wind | spirit      
     -  

 | scented plant; basil   
 

 | vitriol   
 | chrysolite     

-  
 | dung    -

 
 | glass | stone -    

  
 | bottle -   -

 | Saturn | earth; lead; magnesia; 
musk; noble stone -    

-   -  
  
  

 | sowing   
 | arsenic (realgar or orpiment) 

      
 -   

 | saffron | [S: sulphur; iron] 
  

 | pitch 
 | emerald | stone -   

    
 | verdigris 
 | cinnabar  

 | ower    -   
      

  -   
 | Venus | female; spirit; western 

mercury [S: copper]  -  
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 | mercury | Mercury; maid; moon; 
oil; the fugitive; virgin’s milk; 
vapor; water; white silvery earth 

    -    
       
-       
 -    -  

    -
  | eastern mercury | re; 

male; Mars; soul; sun [S: elixir; 
sal ammoniac]  

  | western mercury | 
female; moon; spirit; Venus; 
water [S: sulphur]  

 | olive oil | soul -   
 -

 | olive tree | (divine) water -
 

 | magician -   
 | smelting   -   

  
 | cloud | spirit; vapors; water 

[S: mercury]    
 | pulverization    

      
 | ziziphus tree | alchemists’ stone

 | secret | elixir; inner dye; hidden 
gold        

     -  
     -  

   
 | Cancer | [S: salt] 

 | ship | egg; human being 
 | poison | divine water; egg; elixir; 
eternal water; Etesian stone; moon; 
silver; silvery water; spirit; pure 
sulphur water; triplicated water; 
virgin’s milk [S: copper] -   

-        
       

 
 | sky       

      
 

 | emery 
 | Virgo; ear  
 | silk brocade  

 
 | blackness | eggshell; musk -
-   -     

 -      
 -  -  -  

    -  
  | the second blackness 
 -

 | iris 

 | young man | [S: tin]   
 

 | hematite  
 | hematite  
 | tree | vapor; (divine) water  

      
  | Adam’s tree 

  | tree of the human 
-

 | fat; tallow | [S: silver]   

 | hair | antimon; ash; coal; lead; 
magnesia; spirit; tar   

   -  -  
-    

 | anemones   
 | sun | blood; dye; eastern 

mercury; gold; king; male; oil; soul; 
sulphur -   -   -  
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-     -  
   -    
  -   -  
  -     
  -     

   
 | wax    
 

 | old man | body; gold; sun  
 | old woman | moon; old rock; 

silver; spirit   
 | devil | [S: elixir]    

  

 | dye | gold; Jupiter; oil; 
philosophers’ gold; secret; 
soul; (alchemists’) sun; water 
[S: sulphur]  -   -  

     -    
 -      
  -   -  
-       
 -      
   -    

    
 | rock | egg; female; matter 

of the elixir; (unprecious) metal; 
moon; old woman; Saturn; tar  

       
       

 
 | rust | [S: iron]     

 | yellowness      
      

 | resin | [S: gold; sulphur] 
 | the art (of alchemy) -   

       
      
      
      
    -   

 
 | sandalwood 
 | the art (of alchemy)   

       
 -      

   

 | light | [S: gold]   -  
    -   

 

 | peacock | [S: copper]  
 

 | bird    -    
-   -    

     
  | green bird | human of 

the philosophers [S: copper] 
  

 | cooking      
   

 | physician   
  | the four natures -  
  

 | application  
 | child | human of the 

philosophers; newborn    

  | sunrise | elixir 
 | talc | [S: arsenic]  

 | purity       
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  -     
  -

  
 | deluge -

 | clay      
    -  

  | ivory case | male; sun  
 

 | hoof 

 | world | copper; egg; human 
being; lead; magnesia; matter; 
Saturn [S: gold]  -    

-     -  
-       

    -   
       
       

-   -   
  | microcosmos | stone 

  | macrocosmos 
 | benzoin resin -
 | virgin | female; spirit  
  
  
 | bride | [S: copper; sulphur]  

 
 | honey 
 | saf ower  
 
 | Mercury | maid; mercury; 

moon; spirit; virgin’s milk; water 
[S: sal ammoniac]  -   

 | bone     
 | demon 

 | eagle | [S: elixir; sal ammoniac] 

 | drug | [S: mercury]   
 

 | junction | [S: tin]   -  
-     -   

 -      
  -    

 | Scorpio | [S: sulphur] 
 | mind      

      
-    -   

  -     
-    -   

 -
 | pure gold  
 | carnelian 
 | work -       

       
-  -     
 -  -    
-  -     
 -      
      
 -    -  
   -    
      
 -  -    
 -      

  | rst work    
  
  | second work -   
       

  | middle work 
  | hidden work   

 
 | the two works
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 | ambergris     
  | chrysoberyl 

 | soap 
 | food    -   

 
 | raven   
 | washing       

       
     

 | branch | spirit    
   -    

 -
 | ghoul | [S: mercury]   

   

  | young eastern man | 
male; soul    

  | young western woman | 
female; full moon; spirit   

 | coal | antimon; ash; dust; hair; 
iron; lead; magnesia; pitch; stone; 
tar       

 
 | the fugitive | mercury; spirit; 

water  -  -  
 | Pharaoh | soul    

 | purpure    
 | silver | divine water; egg; elixir; 

eternal water; Etesian stone; 
garment; moon; moon elixir; old 
woman; poison; pure sulphur water; 
second whiteness; silvery water; 
spirit; triplicated water; virgin’s 
milk        

    -   
 -  -    

    -

  
 | (nonprecious) metal | rock  

-  -   -  
 

 | philosophy     
     

 
  | divine emanation 

 | philosopher; alchemist -
       
      

 
  
  
  
  
 

 | sphere  -     
-    -  -

  
 | turquoise 

 | elephant  

 | tar 
 

 | furnace 
 | dome   
 | kettle; pot   
 | cucurbit ask  

 | horn 
 | eggshell | blackness; (metal) body 

       
    

 | tin   
 | palace -     

 -  
 | phoenix | newborn 
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 | moon | earthen substance; egg; 
elixir; eternal water; Etesian stone; 
female; maid; mercury; Mercury; 
old woman; poison; rock; silver; 
silver elixir; spirit; triplicated 
water; vizier; water; western 
mercury      -  
-       

 -  -    
 -      

-   
 | Sagittarius  -

 | tar | antimon; ash; coal; copper; 
golden rock; hair; iron; lead; 
magnesia      

  
 

 | camphor | [S: elixir; sal 
ammoniac] -     

 | (small) oven 
 | soothsayer  
 | sulphur | blood; re; gold; 

male; smoke; soul; sun; (yellow) oil 
    -     
       
  -     

   
 | the two sulphurs | soul 

and spirit -
   
 | antimon | ash; coal; hair; lead; 

magnesia; tar     
  

 
 | curcuma 

 | dog | [S: elixir; sal ammoniac; 
sulphur] 

 | lime 

 | planet | [S: tin] -  -   
    -   

 -    
 | alchemy  -

 | Saturn | [S: lead]  -
  
  

 | lapislazuli 
 | milk | [S: lead]     

 -  
  | virgin’s milk | divine 

water; eternal water; maid; 
mercury; Mercury; moon; moon 
elixir; poison; pure sulphur 
water; second whiteness; silver; 
silvery water; triplicated water 

  -
 | pure silver | garment -  

-   
 | perfume composed of aromatic 

ingredients 
 | garnet  
 | semen; sperm  
 | pearl      

  
 | color -       

      
    -   
-       
-     -  
   -    

-      
 | night      

      
  

 | water; liquid | cloud; dye; father; 
female; maid; mercury; Mercury; 
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moon; oil; spirit; the fugitive; 
tree; vapor; virgin’s milk; western 
mercury  -  -    

       
-   -  -  
-     -  

    -   
 -  -  -  
   -  -  

-  -     
-       

   -   
  | divine water | eternal 

water; moon elixir; olive tree; 
poison; pure sulphur water; 
second whiteness; silver; silvery 
water; virgin’s milk [S: mercury] 

      
  | eternal water | divine 

water; poison; pure sulphur 
water; silver; silver elixir; silvery 
water; virgin’s milk [S: mercury] 

     
  | gold water 
  | solar water 

   | pure sulphur 
water | divine water; eternal 
water; moon elixir; poison; 
second whiteness; silver; silvery 
water; virgin’s milk    

  | triplicated water | egg; 
elixir; eternal water; Etesian 
stone; moon; moon elixir; poison; 
pure sulphur water; second 
whiteness; silver; silver elixir; 
silvery water; spirit; virgin’s milk 

      
  | silvery water | divine 

water; eternal water; moon 

elixir; poison; pure sulphur 
water; second whiteness; silver; 
virgin’s milk  

 | mezereum 
 | metaphor      

 -      

 | egg yolk | soul  -   
-

  | yellow bile  
 | litharge 
 
 | coral | [S: sulphur]   

     -
 | marcasite  

 | compound -    
 -      
-    -   

   
 | Mars | eastern mercury; re; 

iron; red oil; soul; stone [S: copper]
 | marriage    

 | dunghill    
 
 | musk | blackness; earth; lead; 

magnesia; Saturn    
 -    

 | Jupiter | dye; soul [S: tin]  
-

 | rain   
 | metal; mineral; mine -   

  -       
-     -  

  -     
     -  
 -      
 -      

-      
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 | oil press  
   

 | magnesia | antimon; ash; 
coal; copper; dust; earth; egg; hair; 
human being; iron; lead; musk; 
Saturn; stone; tar; world   

       
       

 
  | black magnesia | 

sea 
 | key | human being -  

 
 | conjunction -  -
 

 | salt      
 -    -

 | amalgam 
 | angel      

  
 | king | lion; spirit [S: gold; 

mercury; sulphur]   -  
   -

 | logic      
  

 | sperm | [S: mercury]   
 | connection -  -

 | death | calcination; destruction; 
solution; spirit leaving the body 
[S: iron] -      

    -   
 -  -    

 
 
 | newborn | child; human of the 

philosophers; phoenix    
     -  

 

 | balance; Libra    
      
-  -  -   

 | re | dye; eastern mercury; father; 
gold; iron; male; Mars; red oil; 
smoke; soul; stone; sulphur [S: sal 
ammoniac]  -  -   

         
       
-  -     
     -  

-       
       
  -     

-  -  -   
-  -   

 | plant -  -     
-   -  -  

      
   -    
  -     
      

-     
 | star | soul [S: tin]    

  
 | copper | egg; human being; 

iron; lead; magnesia; Saturn; tar; 
world -      

       
 -      

  | alchemists’ copper | 
alchemists’ stone; human being 

 
 

 | perfume made from musk, 
ambergris and aloe 

 | natron 
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 | drop; sperm | [S: mercury]  
   

 | blowing -   -   

 | soul | air; dye; egg yolk; re; 
gold; ivory case; Jupiter; male; 
Mars; moist stone; nosebleed; oil; 
Pharaoh; sulphur; sun [S: mercury] 
-  -  -  -  -  

  -       
-   -     

-   -   -
-       
-   -    
 -   -   
 -  -    
   -    

-     -  
-    -   

 -      
    

 | naphtha   
 | river -      

   
 | ammonia | [S: mercury]  
 

 | the two shining ones (sun and 
moon) | soul and spirit    
-       

 | nenuphar  
 | destruction | calcination; death; 

solution  

 | crescent 
 | air | mother; soul [S: copper; 

sulphur]     -  
-   -    
  -     

-   -    
  

 | matter      
  

 | rose 
 | silver; leaves | egg; elixir; 

Etesian stone; moon; poison; 
spirit; triplicated water; water 
[S: mercury; salt]  

 | vizier | moon -
 | weight      

 -   -   
-

 | dirt | [S: iron; lead]    
       

 
 | death 

 

 | jasmine 
 | ruby | [S: sulphur]   

  -     
   

 | jade 
 | jasper 
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air  
alchemist, wise    
alchemists’ copper   
alchemists’ elixir   
alchemists’ stone   
alchemy  
alembic  
aludel  

aludel, product of sublimation in the 
(?)  

amalgam  
ambergris  
ammonia  
anemones  
angel  
animal  
antidote  
antimon    
apparatus  
application  
Aries  
arsenic    
art (of alchemy)    
ash  

balance  
balas ruby  
bath  
benzoin resin  
bird  

 egg, bird’s
blackening  
blackness  

blackness, second   
 cow, black

 magnesia, black
blood  
body  
bone  
borax  
bottle  
bowl, hemispherical  
branch  
bile, yellow   
bird  

bird, green   
blowing  
bride  
brocade   

 silk brocade
burning  

cadaver  
calcination  
camelian  
camphor  
Cancer  
chamomile  
chatoyant gemstone   
child  

 newborn
chrysolite  
cinnabar  
clay  
clearing  
cloud  
coal  
color  
cooking  
composition  

English – Arabic
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composition, rst   
composition, second   

compound  
conjunction    
connection  
copper  

copper, burned  
 alchemists’ copper

copper oxide  
coral  
cow, black   
creation  
crescent  
Cronus  
crystal  
cucurbit ask  
curcuma  

death    
deluge  
demon  
devil  

devils’ stone   
destillation  
destruction  
diamond  
dirt    
division  
dog  
dome  
dream  
drop  
drug    
dung  
dunghill  

dust  
dye  

eagle  
earth    

earth, holy   
earth, moist  
earth, white silvery    

 philosophers’ earth
egg  

egg, bird’s   
eggshell  
egg white  
egg yolk  

 virgins’ eggs
Egyptian temple  temple
element, basic  
elephant  
elixir  

elixir, of whiteness   
elixir, tiny   

 alchemists’ elixir
 ferment elixir
 moon elixir
 silver elixir

emanation, divine   
emerald  
emery  
Etesian stone  stone, Etesian

fat  
father  
female  
ferment  

ferment elixir   
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re  
ower  

food  
fruit   
fugitive, the  
full moon  moon

garden  
 paradise garden

garment  
garnet  
ghoul  
glass  
gold  

gold, pure  
gold stone   
gold water   

 philosophers’ gold

hair  
hematite    
honey  
hoof  
horn  
human  

human of the philosophers   

 animal, human
 tree of the human

ice  
incantation  
iris  
iron  

iron stone  
ivory case   

jade  
jasmine  
jewel  
jinn  
junction  
Jupiter  

kettle  
key  
king  

lapislazuli  
lead  
Leo  
leaves  
Libra  
life  
light  
lime  
lion  
liquid  water
litharge    
logic  

macrocosmos   
 microcosmos

magic  
magician  
magnesia  

magnesia, black   
magnetic stone   
maid  
male  
man, old  
man, wise  
man, young   
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man, young eastern   
marcasite  
marriage    
Mars  
matter  
melting  
mercury  

mercury, eastern   
mercury, western   

Mercury  
metal  

metal, (nonprecious)  
metaphor  
mezereum  
microcosmos   

 macrocosmos
milk  

 virgin’s milk
mind  
mine  
mineral  
mixing  
mixture  
moon  

moon, full  
moon elixir   

 crescent
mother  
mountain  
musk  
myrtle  

naphtha  
natron  
natures, the four   
nenuphar  

newborn  
night  
nosebleed  

odor  
oil  

oil, red   
oil, yellow   
oil press  

olive oil  
olive tree  
orpiment  
oven  

palace  
paradise garden  

 virgin of paradise
peacock  
pearl    
pebble stone  
perfume    
Pharaoh  
philosopher  

 human of the philosophers
philosophers’ earth   
philosophers’ gold   
philosophers’ stone   
philosophy  
phoenix  
physician  
Pisces  
pitch  
planet  
plant  

plant, scented  
poison  
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pomegranate  
pot  

pot, earthenware  
potash  
preparation  

preparation, rst   
preparation, second   

procreation  
proof  
pulverization  
puri cation  
purity  
purpure  
putrefaction  

rain  
raven  
realgar  
reddening  
redness  
re ning  
residue  
resin  
resurrection  
revitalization  
river  
roasting  
rock  
rose  
ruby  

 balas ruby
rust  

saf ower    
saffron  
Sagittarius  

salt  
sand  
sandalwood  
sappan wood  
Saturn      
scale  
science  
Scorpio  
sea  
secret  
semen  sperm
shining ones, the two  
ship  
silk  

silk brocade  
silver    

silver, pure  
silver elixir   

sky  
smelting  
smoke  
snake  
snow  
softening  
soap  
soil  
solidi cation  
solution  
soothsayer  
soul  
sowing  
sperm      
sphere  
spirit  
star  
stone  
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stone, Etesian  
stone, hidden   
stone, magnetic   
stone, noble   

 alchemists’ stone
 devils’ stone
 gold stone
 iron stone
 pebble stone
 philosophers’ stone

sublimation  
sublimation in the aludel (?)

 
substance  
suckling  
sulphur  

sulphurs, the two  
sulphur water, pure    

sun  
sunrise   
sweet ag  
symbol  

talc  
tallow  
tamarisk  
tar    
Taurus  
tears  
temple, Egyptian  
tin  
tree  

tree, Adam’s   
tree of the human   

 olive tree

 ziziphus tree
triplication  
turquoise  

vapor  
Venus  
verdigris  
vessel  

vessel, hidden   
viper  
violet  
virgin  

virgins’ eggs   
virgin’s milk   
virgin of paradise  

Virgo  
vitriol  
vizier  

washing  
water  

water, divine   
water, eternal   
water, silvery   
water, solar   
water, triplicated   

 sulphur water
water bath  

watering  
waterings, the nine   

wax  
waxing  
weight  
whiteness  

whiteness, second   
 elixir of whiteness



whitening  
wind  

 man, wise
wolf  
woman, old  
woman, young western   
work  

work, rst   
work, hidden   
work, middle   
work, second   
works, the two  

world  

yellowness  

zinc    
ziziphus tree  
zodiac, sign of the  

 Aries  Cancer  Leo  Libra 
 Pisces  Sagittarius  Scorpio 
 Taurus  Virgo
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